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A unique take on a classic
By Han Wei Chou | Posted: 18 April 2012 1458 hrs

SINGAPORE: Shakespeare's classic love story "Romeo and Juliet" has been staged countless

times by various theatre companies around the world.

What sets Wild Rice's take on Shakespeare's tragic tale of two star-crossed lovers apart from 

the others is probably how it firmly puts Shakespeare's text in the foreground.

"Romeo and Juliet" director Ivan Heng eschews elaborate sets and props for a set that is 

virtually empty save for Juliet's bed (which doubles as a balcony), and occasional backdrops 

projected onto the empty wall behind the actors.

The result is a production that places heavy emphasis on the text, the cast and how they 

deliver their lines.

It would have faltered if the cast was not up to the task, but Hansel Tan (Romeo), Julie Wee 

(Juliet) and the rest of the cast, managed to turn in sparkling performances that highlighted 

the nuances of their characters.

Wee's portrayal of the innocent Juliet was spot on, working every line and using her body language to capture her character's giddy delight 

when 13-year-old Juliet falls passionately in love with Romeo in the early half, and the deepening despair she felt as the play hurtles 

towards its tragic finale.

Stage veteran Neo Swee Lin was also a joy to watch as Juliet's confidante and servant Nurse, a character who injected a large dose of 

humour into the play, teasing both Romeo and Juliet while acting as a messenger for the two.

However, Heng's decision to focus on the raw strength of Shakespeare's text and retain many of the original lines does have a drawback.

The archaic form of English used by Shakespeare can be rather hard to grasp, especially during certain scenes in "Romeo and Juliet" where

the lines are delivered rapidly, such as when Capulet chides his daughter Juliet for refusing to obey his will.

Some subtleties of the text may be lost on the audience, though the cast's delivery and body language fill in the gaps somewhat.

In spite of this minor quibble, Wild Rice's "Romeo and Juliet", their inaugural Shakespeare production which runs till April 28 at the Drama 

Centre Theatre, is a great adaptation that illuminates many aspects of the original text.

Wild Rice previously revealed that it intends to stage more classic plays in the future as part of their "W!ld World Class!cs" series.

It is off to a good start with "Romeo and Juliet".

-CNA/ha

Romeo (Hansel Tan, right) and Juliet (Julie Wee, 

left) in a scene from Wild Rice's "Romeo and

Juliet".
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